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Performance Management

Employees who have regular and meaningful performance discussions 

with their managers are:

• more productive

• have more opportunities to do challenging work &

• learn new skills
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Employees who have regular and meaningful performance discussions with their managers are more productive, have more opportunities to do challenging work and learn new skills.



Benefits of Performance Conversations

Share 
achievements Ask questions

Review 
strengths

Discuss areas 
for 

improvement

Employee

Reset 
expectations
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Improve 
Engagement

Increase 
productivity

Demonstrate 
commitment 

to success

Receive 
feedback

Increase 
retention

Manager



Who gets a performance evaluation?
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• Full-Time Employees

• Part-Time Employees       
(20 hours or more)

• Staff

• Hired before August 1st, 
2022

• Promotion*

• Employees hired on or after 
August 1, 2022 

• Part-Time (19 hours or less), 
Temporary and Student 
Employees

• Faculty receive an 
evaluation in accordance 
with the Faculty Affairs 
process.

DO: DO NOT:



Roles & Responsibilities
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Employee

Complete self-evaluation – OneUSG

Seek continuous feedback

Participate in conversation
regarding past performance and 

accomplishments

Manager

Build trusting relationships

Create opportunities for feedback

Listen actively

Complete all actions within set 
timelines

Start goal conversations

Nominee

Ensure timely response

Give fair and equitable evaluation 
feedback

Ensure there are no surprises with 
evaluation notes

Document accomplishments and 
contributions throughout the year

Second-Level Approver

Review manager and employee 
ratings & comments

Ensure equity and fairness

Set division level goals for 2023

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Manager, when applicable, work closely with your nominee, they may only have feedback on specific areas, it is not necessary for the nominee to complete every section of the form. Ensure both you and your nominee are providing consistent feedback to your employee. You as the manager will need to ensure all areas and ratings are completed before moving to your one up. 
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Timeline 
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Evaluations available for 
Managers to push through to 
employees for self-evaluations

Employees self-evaluations due

February 1, 2023

Managers submit evaluations 
to second-level approvers

February 15, 2023

Manager and employee review 
evaluations together. Allow 
time for employees to comment 
and acknowledge in the 
system.

February 1 – 28, 2023

All Evaluations Due
For a Manager to be eligible 
for a potential merit increase 
they must have all direct 
reports evaluations completed

March 1, 2023

Jan 3 – Feb 15 
Employee self-evals 
and manager notes 

can be entered 
simultaneously



e-Performance Sections

Goals*

Performance Factors

Leadership Factors 

USG Core Values

Institutional Values



e-Performance Sections
USG Core Values

Integrity

Excellence

Accountability

Respect

Institutional Values

Student Inspired

Open & True to Myself

Impact Generating

Promise Fulfilling

Elevational

Reliability/Attendance

Adherence to Policies

Interpersonal 
Relationships

Customer Service

Innovation

Job Knowledge

Quality of Work

Communication

Critical Thinking

Initiative

Performance Factors

Leadership Factors

People Management         Strategic Planning

Organizational Development



Ratings
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5 - Exemplary
• Outstanding performance that consistently exceeds milestones

4 - Superior
• Good, solid performance that fully meets milestones and on occasion exceeds milestones

3 - Successful
• Good solid performance that meets all milestones.  This rating conveys solid, effective performance

2 - Partially Successful/Emerging
• Performance falls short of the minimum criteria and standards of milestones

1 - Not Successful
• Performance in this area is inconsistent and does not meet milestone. Immediate and substantial 

improvement is needed to address this area

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Overall - 1 and 2’s need HRBP discussion and documentation prior to the delivery of the review (counseling, PIP)3 – does not require comments4 -5 need commentsMake sure your employees know this goes for their self-evaluation too
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Tips: Framing Your Conversations

Encourage 
Feedback

Outline 
Expectations

Give Balanced 
Feedback

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Now that you have a greater understanding of how to create effective performance reviews, it’s time to use them. Here are some tips to consider as you conduct an employee performance review that utilizes these phrases:Give balanced feedback. Though it’s important to provide honest feedback with your performance review phrases, it’s also important to take your employee’s feelings into consideration. Make sure the phrases you give focus on both their strengths and weaknesses. Encourage feedback. After you’ve completed a performance review, give your employee a chance to speak freely about what was discussed. Your employees need to know that you’re on their side and willing to take their thoughts into consideration. Outline expectations. Make sure the phrases you use in performance reviews set clear goals for your employee to work toward. Let them know what you expect from them as an employee, the specific areas where you’d like to see improvement and how you plan to help them achieve these goals. Give balanced feedback. Though it’s important to provide honest feedback with your performance review phrases, it’s also important to take your employee’s feelings into consideration. Make sure the phrases you give focus on both their strengths and weaknesses. 
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Tips: Ask Probing Questions
Approach your performance evaluations with the goal of stimulating an authentic and 
mutually beneficial exchange between you and your employee. 

Areas of 
Improvement

• What goals or 
deliverables were you 
least proud of? Why?

• What 2-3 things will 
you focus on in the next 
quarter?

• What can I do to help 
you better meet your 
goals?

Employee
Strengths

• What personal 
strengths help you 
do your job 
effectively?

• What kind of work 
comes easiest to 
you?

• What skills do you 
have that you believe 
we could use more 
effectively?

Manager – Employee
Relationship

• How do you think your role 
helps the University 
succeed?

• What are two things I could 
do differently to help you 
better?

• What do I do that is 
most/least helpful for you 
when it comes to 
completing your work?

• What are your most 
important goals for next 
quarter?



Tips: Performance Phrases
How to write impactful performance phrases:

Performance phrases need to be clear and valuable, and they should provide your employee 
with actionable feedback.  When they meet this criteria, they have a better chance of being 
useful for both you and your employees. 

Talk 
Straight

Provide 
Value

Call to 
Action

Build 
Trust

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Talk straight - use clear language:  When you give your employees a performance review, it’s important that they have a solid understanding of what you’re saying. Provide value:  Think of what you want your employees to achieve and create a phrase that they can use to accomplish those set goals. The more valuable your feedback is, the better.Call to action:  It’s also important for your performance phrases to include a call to action. Give them actionable feedback with your phrases. This gives your employees a better understanding of what they’re specifically doing or not doing. 
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Tips: Performance Phrases
Before using performance review phrases, it’s important to consider examples and the 
categories they fall under. 

Click here for 
USG Performance 

Factors

Reliability/Attendance

Adherence to Policies

Interpersonal Relationships

Customer Service

Innovation

Job Knowledge

Quality of Work

Communication

Critical Thinking

Initiative

Click here 
for more

Performance 
phrases

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
BAR – PF & KSU Values

https://hr.kennesaw.edu/docs/usg_performance_factors.pdf
https://status.net/articles/performance-review-phrases-examples/


Process: Launch Evaluations
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Finalize 
Criteria

Make sure 
shows as 
Evaluation 
In-Progress



Process: Nominate Participants
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Process: Self-Evaluations
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• Point to your accomplishments
• Technique: Situation – Behavior – Impact

• Align your achievements with University goals

• Highlight your teamwork

• Make a list of your struggles and challenges

• Bring it all together
• Take your time

• Make an improvement plan

• Discuss your willingness to learn

Find more tips on writing your Self-Evaluation here

• Share this slide & link with your employees 

https://hr.kennesaw.edu/docs/selfevaluation_writingtips.pdf
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Click Here for the 

Step-by-Step

ePerformance Job Aids

https://hr.kennesaw.edu/employees/eperformance.php
https://hr.kennesaw.edu/employees/eperformance.php
https://hr.kennesaw.edu/employees/eperformance.php


Summary

• Staff Awards due March 17, 2023

• How does merit work?

• Contact your HR Generalist or Business Partner for additional 

assistance

• Who to Contact – HR
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
How ePerformance intersects with MeritIf the Governor recommends a merit increase for state employees in his FY budget,  The recommendation must be approved by the General AssemblyIf the bill is passed, the Board of Regents will calculate and approve KSU’s merit pool in their April Meeting.The timeline is very tight, we would work with the departments on next stepsMust be hired on or before 7/31/22 to receive merit and have a performance evaluation due for 2/28/23Vacant Positions are not included in the Merit Pool

https://staffawards.kennesaw.edu/index.php
https://hr.kennesaw.edu/hrteams.php


A person who feels appreciated
will always do more than 

expected.
Anonymous
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